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Capstone Design Hub: Building the Capstone Design Community

Abstract: Capstone design courses are common across engineering programs nationwide. Yet, many departments and programs rely on one faculty member or a small handful of faculty members to teach their capstone design course. As a result, these faculty members find themselves isolated, with limited mechanisms for sharing ideas and networking with peers who have similar responsibilities and concerns. This paper reports on the ongoing efforts to support the broader capstone design community through the development of the Capstone Design Hub (CDHub) as a web resource for capstone design programs. The features and structure of the CDHub are being developed through capstone faculty input, including results from a survey of the capstone community. To build awareness of the CDHub as well as to solicit additional feedback from the community, this paper describes development of the hub to meet community needs, initial population of the hub with resources focused on communication, and plans for continued expansion of the hub.

Introduction: The Need for a Capstone Hub

The inaugural National Capstone Design Course Conference was held in June 2007 to bring together, for the first time, a broad range of capstone design faculty from across the country and even internationally. About 170 faculty, students, administrators, and industry representatives discussed, shared, and learned about capstone design throughout the conference. The enthusiasm from this conference led to a second conference in June 2010; the 2010 Capstone Design Conference included roughly 200 attendees from 89 institutions, representing a wide spectrum of engineering disciplines and capstone design programs. The 2012 Capstone Design Conference is scheduled for May 30-June 1, 2012, and plans are in place to hold such conferences biennially with the conference themes evolving to promote continued discussions and collaboration.

One outcome of the 2010 Capstone Design Conference was consensus recognition of the need for better documentation and dissemination of effective practices and other resources across multiple aspects of capstone design programs. Recent survey results suggest that capstone faculty do not tend to actively participate in discussions around design education, whether through attending conferences or education-based workshops, reading design education literature, or engaging in the scholarship of teaching and learning through publishing. As a result, the extensive body of scholarship on effective design teaching that has been presented at conferences such as ASEE and published in academic journals has failed to make its way into capstone classroom practice in any sustained or systemic way.

Yet surveys also show a high consensus around core topics, including communication, as well as commonalities in team structures, desired learning outcomes, and course goals, suggesting that many faculty could benefit from shared resources, and that new capstone faculty in particular may not need to “reinvent the wheel” when they take on capstone courses. Given these course commonalities, the relative isolation of capstone faculty within departments, and the atypical nature of the capstone learning environment that depends more strongly on mentoring than traditional lecturing, the authors of this paper are developing a Capstone Design Hub (CDHub), with initial funding from the Engineering Information Foundation. The CDHub is intended to serve as a web resource for capstone faculty to provide centralized access to effective tools and
practices developed by teachers and researchers across the country, beginning with tools to facilitate the development of students' communication skills, as discussed below.

**Design of the Hub: Requirements and Specifications**

**Overall Goals**

The CDHub is being designed to serve the needs of a variety of constituents, including

- Professors and instructors of capstone design courses
- Faculty advisers/coaches for student capstone design teams
- Industrial and external sponsors/liasons for capstone design projects
- Students participating in capstone design projects/teams
- Academic staff who support capstone design programs.

To meet the needs of these audiences, the CDHub will include a wide range of resources, including

- Sample syllabi
- Sample assignments, including assessment rubrics, guidelines for providing feedback, and tips for implementation
- Videos or related teaching modules for common topics
- Effective practices for mentoring teams
- Strategies for engaging industry sponsors (including sponsor contracts, non-disclosure agreements, and related documentation as well as tips for facilitating the sponsor/team relationship)
- Project success stories with strategies for effective practice
- Discussion forums to facilitate collaboration and sharing of ideas among faculty

**Feedback and Contributions from the Design Education Community**

Additional items may be included in the CDHub based on the results of a capstone community survey being administered in Spring 2012. The survey focuses on materials related to communication, but also addresses the degree to which respondents envision using and contributing to the CDHub. Questions solicit information regarding the content areas users would like to see (e.g. written reports, oral reports), the types of information they need (e.g. assignments, grading rubrics, research studies), use of the CDHub as a way to find and support multi-institution collaboration, and willingness to contribute materials to the hub.

Once the site goes live, the CDHub will solicit user-generate content, but in order to keep the site usable for the wide variety of capstone faculty, submissions will be structured to provide easily searchable metadata, and all submissions will be reviewed by an editorial team/moderator for appropriateness and completeness of metadata. Importantly, a critical issue for CDHub users is not just *finding* information – search engines easily yield thousands of hits on any topic – but finding *useful* and *effective* information that meets their needs and provides sufficient context to support successful implementation and adaptation. The generation of metadata and the review of submissions are intended to support these goals.
Design of the Hub Structure

To begin the design of the CDHub structure, the development team reviewed a variety of existing hub sites, including but not limited to those associated with educational endeavors. The hubs reviewed included

- NanoHub
- e-Corner
- CLEER Hub
- NCIIA
- WAC Clearinghouse
- TED
- Wikipedia
- Edutopia
- Engineering Pathway
- Concept Inventory Hub
- NI Academic
- NI Developer Zone

The development team evaluated the hubs based on accessibility of content, aesthetics and ease of use, credibility, and features that aligned with the CDHub goals. Two hubs that emerged as strong models were Standford’s eCorner (http://ecorner.stanford.edu/index.html) and NI Academic (http://www.ni.com/academic/). Desirable site features that emerged from this review include the ability to support user-generated content, a horizontal navigation structure and layout, hierarchical organization by topic, the inclusion of video resources, and a keyword search feature that allows users to access content not easily visible from the top-level navigation. Given the scope of resources planned for the CDHub, ease of navigation and the ability to quickly access relevant information are critical.

Phase 1: A Focus on Communication

As noted earlier, a grant from the Engineering Information Foundation is supporting initial development of the CDHub and preliminary population of the hub with resources focused on teaching and learning of communication in capstone design courses. Communication is consistently among the top five topics capstone faculty report teaching, and it is the most frequent means of assessment in capstone design courses; given its centrality, it promises to serve as a useful introduction to the CDHub for many capstone faculty.

In providing tools to support communication teaching and learning, the CDHub will provide general research-based guidelines for assignment design, feedback, and assessment, as well as specific samples covering a range of common documents and audiences. Figure 1 presents a preliminary view of possible topics that the development team hopes to include, stratified by both project phase and target audience.
The development team will use the results of the capstone community survey to prioritize topics, solicit exemplar resources, and begin populating the CDHub with content. Ongoing feedback from the community is critical to monitoring the value and usability of the CDHub as it develops into a meaningful site for the design education community. The inclusion of implementation reports (i.e. information from faculty of where and how they used particular tools, along with the results) and user rating systems will help structure this feedback and provide a means to support the development of a dialogue among design faculty.

Conclusions and Next Steps

In creating the Capstone Design Hub, the development team seeks to create an electronic resource that can both support individual faculty as they teach capstone design courses and build a strong peer community that enables capstone design faculty to engage with one another to advance design education more broadly. The CDHub will also provide continuity between the biennial capstone design conferences and serve as a repository for exemplar capstone resources. Reports such as the Carnegie Foundation’s recent book, *Educating Engineers: Designing For the Future of the Field*, consistently emphasize the need to integrate professional practice into the curriculum. Capstone educators have long been leading the way in this effort, and the CDHub is a critical tool for sharing and disseminating our expertise.
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